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Abstract
This paper introduces a new class of fuzzy closure operators called implicative clo-
sure operators, which generalize some notions of fuzzy closure operators already in-
troduced by diﬀerent authors. We show that implicative closure operators capture some
usual consequence relations used in Approximate Reasoning, like Chakrabortys graded
consequence relation, Castro et al.s fuzzy consequence relation, similarity-based con-
sequence operators introduced by Dubois et al. and Gerlas canonical extension of
classical closure operators. We also study the relation of the implicative closure oper-
ators to other existing fuzzy inference operators as the Natural Inference Operators
deﬁned by Boixader and Jacas and the fuzzy operators deﬁned by Biacino, Gerla and
Ying.
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1. Introduction
Many works have been devoted to extend the notions of closure operators,
closure systems and consequence relations from two valued logic to many
valued logic. Concerning closure operators, one of the ﬁrst works was done by
Michalek in [25] in the framework of fuzzy topological spaces. Nevertheless the
best well-known approach to many-valued closure operators is due to Pavelka
[27]. He deﬁnes such operators (in the standard sense of Tarski) as mappings
from fuzzy sets of formulas to fuzzy sets of formulas. But before going into
details let us introduce some notation conventions we shall use throughout this
paper.
In the following we shall denote byL a propositional language, byPðLÞ its
power set and byFðLÞ the set of L-fuzzy subsets ofL, where ðL;^;_; 6 ; 0; 1Þ
is a complete distributive lattice. Propositions of L will be denoted by lower
case letters p; q; . . . , and fuzzy sets of propositions by upper case letters A, B,
etc. For each A 2FðLÞ and each p 2L, AðpÞ 2 L will stand for the mem-
bership degree of p to A. Moreover, the lattice structure of L induces a related
lattice structure on FðLÞ, ðFðLÞ;\;[;; 0; 1Þ, which is complete and dis-
tributive as well, where \, [ are the pointwise extensions of the lattice oper-
ations ^ and _ to FðLÞ, i.e.
ðA \ BÞðpÞ ¼ AðpÞ ^ BðpÞ for all p 2L;
ðA [ BÞðpÞ ¼ AðpÞ _ BðpÞ for all p 2L
and where the lattice (subsethood) ordering and top and bottom elements are
deﬁned respectively by
A  B iff AðpÞ6BðpÞ for all p 2L;
0ðpÞ ¼ 0 and 1ðpÞ ¼ 1; for all p 2L:
For any k 2 L, we shall also denote by k the constant fuzzy set deﬁned by
kðpÞ ¼ k for all p 2L.
Now we are ready to follow our introduction with Pavelkas deﬁnition of
fuzzy closure operator.
Deﬁnition 1 (Fuzzy closure operator [27]). A fuzzy closure operator on the
language L is a mapping eC : FðLÞ 7!FðLÞ fulﬁlling, for all A;B 2FðLÞ,
the following properties:
(eC1) fuzzy inclusion: A  eCðAÞ,
(eC2) fuzzy monotony: if A  B then eCðAÞ  eCðBÞ,
(eC3) fuzzy idempotence: eCðeCðAÞÞ  eCðAÞ.
On the other hand, Chakraborty extends in [8] the concept of consequence
relation by deﬁning graded consequence relations as fuzzy relations between
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crisp sets of formulas and formulas. To do so, in [9] he assumes to have a t-
norm-like 1 operation  in L such that ðL;; 1; 6 ;)Þ is a complete residuated
lattice.
Deﬁnition 2 (Graded consequence relation [8]). Let  be a t-norm operation on
L. A fuzzy relation gc : PðLÞ L 7!L is called a graded consequence relation
if, for every A;B 2 PðLÞ and p; q 2L, gc fulﬁlls:
(gc1) fuzzy reﬂexivity: gcðA; pÞ ¼ 1 for all p 2 A,
(gc2) fuzzy monotony: if B  A then gcðB; pÞ6 gcðA; pÞ,
(gc3) fuzzy cut: ½infq2B gcðA; qÞ  gcðA [ B; pÞ6 gcðA; pÞ. 2
In [17] Gerla examines the links between fuzzy closure operators and graded
consequence relations. Castro et al. point out in [7] that several methods of
approximate reasoning used in Artiﬁcial Intelligence, such as Polyas models of
plausible reasoning [28] or Nilssons probabilistic logic [26], are not covered by
the formalism of graded consequence relations, and they introduce a new con-
cept of consequence relations, called fuzzy consequence relations which, unlike
Chakrabortys graded consequence relation, apply over fuzzy sets of formulas.
Deﬁnition 3 (Fuzzy consequence relation [7]). A fuzzy relation fc : FðLÞ
L 7!L is called a fuzzy consequence relation if the following three properties
hold for every A;B 2FðLÞ and p; q 2L:
(fc1) fuzzy reﬂexivity: AðpÞ6 fcðA; pÞ,
(fc2) fuzzy monotony: If B  A then fcðB; pÞ6 fcðA; pÞ,
(fc3) fuzzy cut: if for all p, BðpÞ6 fcðA; pÞ, then for all q, fcðA [ B; qÞ6 fcðA; qÞ.
However, it is worth noticing that fuzzy consequence relations as deﬁned
above, when restricted over crisp sets of formulas, become only a particular
class of graded consequence relations. Namely, regarding the two versions of
the fuzzy cut properties, ðgc3Þ and ðfc3Þ, it holds that for A;B 2 PðLÞ, if
BðpÞ6 fcðA; pÞ for all p 2L, it is clear that infq2B fcðA; qÞ ¼ 1.
To conclude this brief overview, let us point out the in the classical setting
there are well-known relationships of interdeﬁnability among closure opera-
tors, consequence relations and closure systems. In the general framework,
fuzzy closure operators and fuzzy consequence relations are related in a
analogous way, as proved in [7]:
• If eC is a fuzzy closure operator then fc, deﬁned as fcðA; pÞ ¼ eCðAÞðpÞ, is a
fuzzy consequence relation.
1 It can be called in this way because it satisﬁes all the main properties of t-norms, i.e.
commutativity, associativity, monotony, 1 is neutral and 0 is a null element.
2 By the residuation property this axiom is equivalent to ½infq2B gcðA; qÞ6 gcðA [ B; pÞ ) gcðA; pÞ.
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• If fc is a fuzzy consequence relation then eC , deﬁned as eCðAÞ ¼ fcðA; Þ, is a
fuzzy closure operator.
Therefore, via these relationships, the fuzzy idempotence property ðeC3Þ for
closure operators and the fuzzy cut property ðfc3Þ for consequence relations
become equivalent.
Moreover, also as in the classical setting, a fuzzy closure operator eC on
FðLÞ deﬁnes its corresponding closure system C as the set of closed fuzzy sets,
i.e. C ¼ fT 2FðLÞjeCðT Þ ¼ Tg. Conversely, if FðLÞ is a complete lattice,
then every complete inf-semilattice C FðLÞ containing the maximum de-
ﬁnes a closure operator eC whose closure system is C [29]. And such a closure
operator is deﬁned by eCðAÞ ¼ TfT 2 CjA  T g.
In this paper we aim at bridging the gap between Chakrabortys graded and
Castro et al.s fuzzy consequence relations by introducing a new class of closure
operators, that we call implicative closure operators, whose associated conse-
quence relations generalize at the same time the former consequence rela-
tions. 3 In some more detail, after this introduction, in Section 2 we deﬁne and
characterize implicative closure operators as well as their associated closure
systems. In Section 3, we relate implicative closure operators to other kinds of
fuzzy (inference) operators deﬁned by fuzzy relations, in particular to those
deﬁned by preorders and similarity relations. Finally, in Section 4, we show
that implicative closure operators also capture some well-known approximate
entailments, like the approximate and proximity entailments introduced by
Dubois et al. [11], the canonical extension of a classical closure operator de-
ﬁned by Gerla [17], Boixader and Jacas natural inference operators [5], and the
fuzzy operators deﬁned by Biacino et al. [4]. But before going into details,
we introduce below some background that will be needed in the rest of the
paper.
For our task, we need to consider enriched lattice structures as algebras of
truth values for fuzzy sets of formulas. Namely, we need to expand lattices
ðL;^;_; 0; 1Þ to complete BL-algebras, 4 i.e. algebraic structures ðL;^;_;;);
0; 1Þ where ðL;^;_; 0; 1Þ is a complete distributive lattice, ðL;; 1Þ is a com-
mutative monoid and ð;)Þ is a residuated pair, i.e. it veriﬁes the residuation
condition for all x; y; z 2 L
x y6 z if and only if x6 y ) z
and which further fulﬁlls the following two conditions for all x; y; z 2 L,
3 A very close notion to implicative closure operators has been independently introduced by
Belohlavek in [1,2] after our conference papers were published.
4 BL-algebras are introduced by Hajek in [19] as the algebraic counterpart of the so-called Basic
Fuzzy Logic, which is the logic of continuous t-norms and which is brieﬂy recalled at the end of
Section 2.
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x ^ y ¼ x ðx) yÞ and ðx) yÞ _ ðy ) xÞ ¼ 1:
The operation ) is usually called residuum of . Main examples of BL-alge-
bras are the ones deﬁned over the real unit interval ½0; 1. In a such a case the
operation  is a continuous t-norm and ) is its corresponding residuum. The
importance of BL-algebras on [0,1] is that they generate the whole variety of
BL-algebras [10]. Point-wise extensions of these operations to fuzzy sets of
formulas in FðLÞ are deﬁned analogously as previously done for the lattice
operations ^ and _. Throughout this paper, for each a 2 L, a A will denote
the fuzzy set in FðLÞ deﬁned by ða AÞðpÞ ¼ a AðpÞ for all p 2L and the
same for the residuated implication.
On the other hand and in the context of a BL-algebra ðL;^;_;;); 0; 1Þ,
we shall also make use of the degree of inclusion between two fuzzy sets of
formulas to deﬁned as
½A v B ¼ inf
p2L
AðpÞ ) BðpÞ:
Notice that, since it holds x) y ¼ 1 iﬀ x6 y for all x; y 2 L, we have that
½A v B ¼ 1 iﬀ A  B.
Actually, using the notation of closure operators and the notion of degree of
inclusion, the relationship between graded consequence and fuzzy consequence
relations become self-evident. As already mentioned, the former is deﬁned only
over classical sets while the latter is deﬁned over fuzzy sets, but both yield a
fuzzy set of formulas as output. But, having this diﬀerence in mind, the two
ﬁrst conditions of both operators, i.e. gc1; fc1 and gc2; fc2, become syntactically
the same than eC1 and eC2 respectively,
(1) fuzzy inclusion: A  eCðAÞ,
(2) fuzzy monotony: If B  A then eCðBÞ  eCðAÞ,
while the third ones, the fuzzy cut, become very close one to another:
(gc3) fuzzy cut: ð½B v eCðAÞ  eCðA [ BÞÞ  eCðAÞ, where ½B v eCðAÞ ¼
infq2B eCðAÞðqÞ (recall that B is a classical set);
(fc3) fuzzy cut: if B  eCðAÞ then eCðA [ BÞ  eCðAÞ.
2. Implicative closure operators
In this section we introduce implicative closure operators as a generaliza-
tion of Chakrabortys graded consequence relations over fuzzy sets of for-
mulas. The adjective implicative is due to the fact we generalize the Fuzzy
Cut property ðgc3Þ by means of the above deﬁned degree of inclusion, which in
turn depends on the implication operation ) of the BL-algebra L ¼ ðL;^;
_;;); 0; 1Þ over which fuzzy sets of formulas are deﬁned. Unless stated
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otherwise, for the rest of the section we shall assume FðLÞ be deﬁned over a
given (and ﬁxed) BL-algebra L is ﬁxed.
Deﬁnition 4 (Implicative closure operators). A mapping eC : FðLÞ 7!FðLÞ is
called an implicative closure operator if, for every A;B 2FðLÞ, eC fulﬁlls:
(eC1) fuzzy inclusion: A  eCðAÞ,
(eC2) fuzzy monotony: If B  A then eCðBÞ  eCðAÞ,
(eC 03) fuzzy cut: 5 ½B v eCðAÞ  eCðA [ BÞ  eCðAÞ.
The corresponding implicative consequence relation, denoted by Ic, and
deﬁned as IcðA; pÞ ¼ eCðAÞðpÞ. The translation of the properties of Implicative
closure operators to implicative consequence relation read as follows:
(Ic1) fuzzy reflexivity: AðpÞ6 IcðA; pÞ,
(Ic2) fuzzy monotony: If B  A then IcðB; pÞ6 IcðA; pÞ,
(Ic3) fuzzy cut: ½B v eCðAÞ  IcðA [ B; pÞ6 IcðA; pÞ:
Now, it is easy to check that the restriction of implicative consequence re-
lations over classical sets of formulas are exactly Chakrabortys graded con-
sequence relations, since if B is a crisp set, ½B v eCðAÞ ¼ infp2B IcðA; pÞ. On the
other hand, fuzzy consequence relations are implicative as well, since property
(Ic3) clearly implies (fc3). Therefore, implicative consequence relations gener-
alize both graded and fuzzy consequence relations.
Implicative closure relations admit also representation theorem which is a
generalization of the one given by Chakraborty in [8] for graded consequence
relations.
Theorem 1. A fuzzy relation Ic : FðLÞ L 7!L is an implicative consequence
relation if and only if there exists a family of fuzzy sets fTigi2I such that
IcðA; pÞ ¼ inf i2Ið½A v Ti ) TiðpÞÞ:
Proof. First, assume a family fTigi2I is given and let us prove that Ic as deﬁned
above is an implicative consequence relation. Properties Ic1 and Ic2 are easy to
prove. In order to prove Ic3 we shall make use of the following general
properties, where A, B, C, D are arbitrary fuzzy sets:
ii(i) ðA) CÞ \ ðB) CÞ ¼ ððA [ BÞ ) CÞ,
i(ii) A \ B ¼ A ðA) BÞ,
(iii) if ðA BÞ ) C  D then A) C  B D,
(iv) ðA) ðB ) CÞÞ ¼ B) ðA) CÞ.
5 Due to the residuation property, this axiom could also be presented as eCðA [ BÞ 
½B v eCðAÞ ) eCðAÞ.
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Then, by (i), we have ðAðqÞ ) TiðqÞÞ ^ ðBðqÞ ) TiðqÞÞ ¼ ðA [ BÞðqÞ ) TiðqÞ.
Taking inﬁma with respect to q at both sides and using (ii) we have
Ai  ðAi ) BiÞ ¼ ðA [ BÞi;
where for the sake of a simpler notation, we use X i standing for ½X v Ti.
Therefore,
ðAi  ðAi ) BiÞÞ ) TiðpÞ ¼ ðA [ BÞi ) TiðpÞ
also holds, and taking into account (iii) we get
Ai ) TiðpÞP ðAi ) BiÞ  ððA [ BÞi ) TiðpÞÞ
and taking inﬁma over the subscript i in both sides we have
IcðA; pÞP inf
i2I
fAi ) Big  IcðA [ B; pÞ:
Finally let us show that inf i2IfAi ) Big ¼ infq2LfBðqÞ ) IcðA; qÞg. Namely,
applying (iv) we have the following equalities: infqfBðqÞ ) IcðA; qÞg ¼
infqfBðqÞ ) inf ifAi ) TiðqÞgg ¼ inf i;qfAi ) ðBðqÞ ) TiðqÞÞg ¼ inf ifAi )
infqfBðqÞ ) TiðqÞgg ¼ inf ifAi ) Big. This ends the proof of property Ic3.
Now suppose a relation Ic fulﬁlling the three properties is given. Take the
family of fuzzy sets of formulas fTDgD2FðLÞ with TDðpÞ ¼ IcðD; pÞ. For any
A 2FðLÞ it is clear that infD2FðLÞfinfq2LfAðqÞ ) TDðqÞg ) TDðpÞg6
infq2LfAðqÞ ) IcðA; qÞg ) IcðA; pÞ ¼ 1) IcðA; pÞ ¼ IcðA; pÞ, since Ic fulﬁlls
fuzzy reﬂexivity. On the other hand, since Ic satisﬁes fuzzy cut, we have
IcðD; pÞP IcðA [ D; pÞ  inf
q2L
fAðqÞ ) IcðD; qÞg;
hence
IcðA [ D; pÞ6 inf
q2L
fAðqÞ ) IcðD; qÞg ) IcðD; pÞ:
Taking into account that Ic fulﬁlls fuzzy monotony we have IcðA; pÞ6





fAðqÞ ) IcðD; qÞg ) IcðD; pÞg
and the theorem is proved. 
A family of fuzzy sets fTigi2I deﬁning an implicative consequence relation Ic
in the sense of the above theorem will be called a set of generators of Ic. In
terms of closure operators, the above theorem says that eC is an implicative
closure operator iﬀ there exist a family of fuzzy sets fTigi2I such thateCðAÞ ¼ Tif½A v Ti ) Tig. Observe that, for each generator Ti, we haveeCðTiÞ ¼ Ti, i.e. the generators are closed sets with respect to the closure oper-
ator they generate.
Let us prove another interesting property of implicative closure operators.
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Proposition 1. Any implicative closure operator eC satisfies the next additional
property, for each k 2 L and A 2FðLÞ:
ðeC4Þ eCðA kÞ  eCðAÞ  k:
Proof. Given an implicative closure operator eC , by the representation Theorem
1, there exists a family of fuzzy sets fTigi2I such that eCðAÞ ¼ TifAi ) Tig,
where Ai ¼ ½A v Ti. In particular, using the same notation, eCðA kÞ ¼T
iððA kÞi ) TiÞ. One can easily check that ðA kÞi ¼ k ) Ai, henceeCðA kÞ ¼ Tiððk ) AiÞ ) TiÞ. Now, taking into account that the inequality
x ðy ) zÞ6 ðx) yÞ ) z holds for any x; y; z 2 L, it is clear thateCðA kÞ  Tiðk  ðAi ) TiÞÞ ¼ k TiðAi ) TiÞ ¼ k  eCðAÞ. 
This last property provides us with the clue for another characterization of
implicative closure operators.
Theorem 2. eC is an implicative closure operator if and only if it satisfies eC1, eC2,eC3 and eC4.
Proof. From Proposition 1 we only need to prove that if eC is an operator
satisfying the conditions of the theorem, then it satisﬁes the property eC 03.
Observe that ðB) DÞ  ðB [ A) D [ AÞ. In particular, letting D ¼ eCðAÞ
and taking into account that eCðAÞ [ A ¼ eCðAÞ, we have ½B v eCðAÞ 
½ðB [ AÞ v eCðAÞ  ðB [ AÞ ) eCðAÞ, or equivalently, ½B v eCðAÞ  ðB [
AÞ  eCðAÞ. Then applying eC to both sides, and using monotony, idempotence
and eC4, we ﬁnally obtain ½B v eCðAÞ  eCðB [ AÞ  eCðAÞ, which is the
property C03. 
Property eC4 shows the behaviour of an implicative closure operator with
respect to uniform modiﬁcations of fuzzy sets of formulas when multiplying
(using the monoidal operation ) them by a truth-constant. However, this
property does not provide an intuitive idea about the kind of operators that are
characterized by such a property. In order to oﬀer a better interpretation, we
introduce the following more intuitive property:
ðeC2Þ -monotony : ½A v B6 ½eCðAÞ v eCðBÞ:
This property amounts to the preservation by the closure operator of not only
the usual inclusion but also the inclusion degree. Moreover, if we deﬁne a
degree of equality between fuzzy sets of formulas by a double inclusion schema
as
A ’ B ¼ ð½A v BÞ  ð½B v AÞ;
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the above property eC2 leads to this other property
A ’ B6 eCðAÞ ’ eCðBÞ
which establishes that two sets of consequences are at least as equal (in the
above sense) as the original sets. What is interesting is that implicative closure
operators can be also characterized in an equivalent way by using this new
property instead of the eC4 property.
Theorem 3. Let eC : FðLÞ 7!FðLÞ be a mapping that satisfies fuzzy inclusion
and fuzzy idempotence. Then the following two properties are equivalent:
1. ½B v eCðAÞ6 ½eCðA [ BÞ v eCðAÞ,
2. ½B v A6 ½eCðBÞ v eCðAÞ.
Proof
(1) 2) Because the graded inclusion is non-decreasing in the second ar-
gument and non-increasing in the ﬁrst, it is obvious that the
following properties are veriﬁed: ð½B v AÞ6 ð½B v eCðAÞÞ and
ð½eCðA [ BÞ v eCðAÞÞ6 ð½eCðBÞ v eCðAÞÞ. Therefore, by using transi-
tivity over Property 1, we obtain the desired inequality.
(2) 1) Since in any BL-algebra it holds that x) y6 ðx _ zÞ ) ðy _ zÞ,
we have that ½B v eCðAÞ is always smaller than ½ðB [ AÞ v
ðeCðAÞ [ AÞ, and since eC satisﬁes fuzzy inclusion eCðAÞ [ A ¼ eCðAÞ,
the last inclusion degree is equal to ½ðB [ AÞ v eCðAÞ. Then, by apply-
ing Property 2, we have ½ðB [ AÞ v eCðAÞ6 ½eCðB [ AÞ v eCðeCðAÞÞ.
Finally, using the idempotence property for eC , one gets
½B v eCðAÞ6 ½ðB [ AÞ v eCðAÞ6 ½eCðB [ AÞ v eCðAÞ
and the proof is completed. 
Corollary 1. A mapping eC : FðLÞ 7!FðLÞ satisfies eC1, eC3 and eC2 if and
only if it is an implicative closure operator.
Proof. It is enough to remark that property 1 from last theorem is actually an
equivalent formulation of the fuzzy cut property in Deﬁnition 4, and therefore
a closure operator is implicative if and only if it satisﬁes fuzzy inclusion, fuzzy
idempotence and Property 1. Also, notice that property eC2 becomes now an
easy consequence of eC2. 
It is worth mentioning that closure operators under this last formulation,
and some generalizations of them, have been recently and independently
studied by Belohlavek in [1,2].
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Finally, the following theorem characterizes fuzzy closure systems corre-
sponding to implicative closure operators, that we shall accordingly call im-
plicative closure systems.
Theorem 4. A fuzzy closure system C) inFðLÞ is implicative if and only if, for
any T 2 C) and for any k 2 L, k ) T 2 C).
Proof. For one direction assume C) is an implicative closure system. Then
there exists an implicative closure operator C such that
C) ¼ fT 2FðLÞjeCðT Þ ¼ Tg:
Now for each T 2 C) and k 2 L we have T  k  ðk ) T Þ. Using monotony
and eC4 we have
T ¼ eCðT Þ  eCðk  ðk ) T ÞÞ  k  eCðk ) T Þ
and by the residuation property, we have eCðk ) T Þ  k ) T . Finally using
inclusion property we have eCðk ) T Þ ¼ k ) T . Thus, k ) T 2 C).
As for the other direction, assume now C) is a subset of FðLÞ satisfying
that, for all T 2FðLÞ and k 2 L, if T 2 C) then k ) T 2 C). Since C) is a
fuzzy closure system eCðAÞ ¼ TfT 2 C)jA  T g is a fuzzy closure operator.
Hence, only need to prove that eC satisﬁes property eC4. But, for any k 2 L,
by the assumed property, eCðAÞ  Tfk ) T 2 C)jA  k ) Tg, and this is
equivalent to eCðAÞ  k ) TfT 2 C)jA k  Tg ¼ k ) eCðA kÞ, and by the
residuation property we obtain eCðAÞ  k  eCðA kÞ. This ends the proof. 
We conclude this section by showing that the consequence relations asso-
ciated to classical propositional logic and to G€odel inﬁnitely valued proposi-
tional logic are implicative, while the consequence relations deﬁned by product
and Łukasiewicz inﬁnitely valued logics are not.
2.1. The case of classical logic
Proposition 2. The logical consequence relation  of classical propositional logic
is implicative.
Proof. Let L be a propositional language built from a countable set of
propositional variables and classical logic connectives. Let X ¼ fwigi2I be the
set of maximally consistent sets of formulas and write
wiðpÞ ¼ 1 if p 2 wi;0 otherwise

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for any formula p 2L. It is well known that X can be identiﬁed with the set of
classical interpretations for L. Following the representation theorem of im-
plicative consequence relations we can take X as a set of generators and deﬁne
for each crisp set of formulas C the following implicative consequence relation
IcðC; qÞ ¼ inf
i
f½C v wi ) wiðqÞg:
Taking into account that C and wi are classical sets, then ½C v wi is the clas-
sical inclusion, i.e.,
½C v wi ¼ inf
p2L
½CðpÞ ) wiðpÞ ¼ 1 if C  wi;0 otherwise:

Thus, we have
IcðC; qÞ ¼ inffwiðqÞjC  wig if C is consistent;1 if C is not consistent:

Hence, in the case C is consistent, IcðC; qÞ ¼ 1 if and only if any interpretation
that satisﬁes all formulas of C also satisﬁes q. Thus, in general, we have
IcðC; qÞ ¼ 1 if C  q;0 otherwise:


2.2. The case of t-norm based residuated many-valued logics
In the case of t-norm based residuated many-valued (fuzzy) logics (see [19])
we will study the three basic logics: G€odel, product and Łukasiewicz, corre-
sponding to the three basic t-norms: minimum, product and Łukasiewicz re-
spectively. The core of all t-norm based propositional calculi is the logic BL
(for Basic Fuzzy Logic) introduced by Hajek in [19]. The language of BL is
built from a countable set of propositional variables, a conjunction &, an
implication ! and the truth constant 0. Deﬁnable connectives are:
u ^ w is u&ðu ! wÞ;
u _ w is ððu ! wÞ ! wÞ ^ ððw ! uÞ ! uÞ;
:u is u ! 0:
Truth functions for & are continuous t-norms and for ! their corresponding
residua. Axioms of BL are the following:
5(A1) ðu ! wÞ ! ððw ! vÞ ! ðu ! vÞÞ,
5(A2) ðu&wÞ ! u,
5(A3) ðu&wÞ ! ðw&uÞ,
5(A4) ðu&ðu ! wÞÞ ! ðw&ðw ! uÞÞ,
(A5a) ðu ! ðw ! vÞÞ ! ððu&wÞ ! vÞ,
(A5b) ððu&wÞ ! vÞ ! ðu ! ðw ! vÞÞ,
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5(A6) ððu ! wÞ ! vÞ ! ðððw ! uÞ ! vÞ ! vÞ,
5(A7) 0! u.
The only Inference Rule of BL is Modus Ponens. This logic is indeed the
logic of continuous t-norms in the sense that a formula is provable in BL iﬀ it is
a 1-tautology under each interpretation on [0,1] and under each continuous t-
norm and its residuum [10].
The three main many-valued logics cited before can be obtained as axio-
matic extensions of BL (see [19]).
1. Łukasiewicz logic Ł is the extension of BL with the double negation axiom
ð::Þ ::u ! u:
2. G€odel logic G is the extension of BL with the contraction axiom
ðGÞ u ! u&u:
3. Product logic is the extension of BL with the axioms
ðP1Þ ::w ! ½ððu&wÞ ! ðv&wÞÞ ! ðu ! vÞ;
ðP2Þ u ^ :u ! 0:
These three logics are complete with respect to interpretations over the
BL-algebras on [0,1] deﬁned by Łukasiewicz, minimum and product t-norms
respectively.
Implicative consequence relations deal with fuzzy sets of formulas, so we
need to interpret them in these logics. In fact, the natural way of interpreting
fuzzy set of formulas is to introduce truth-constants into the language, a truth
constant a for each rational a 2 ½0; 1 if we want to keep the language count-
able. Then, a fuzzy set of formulas A on L can be interpreted as the set of
formulas A ¼ fai ! uijai ¼ AðuiÞ;ui 2Lg, since a formula a ! u is 1-true iﬀ
the truth-value of u is greater or equal a.
The extension of the above logics with rational truth constants are the so-
called rational G€odel (RG), rational product (RP) and rational Pavelka (RŁ)
logics respectively, and they need to introduce two additional axioms for
purposes of book-keeping of truth-constants,
ð1Þ a&b  a b;
ð2Þ a ! b  a ) b
for all rationals a; b 2 ½0; 1, where  and ) are the corresponding t-norm
(minimum, product and Łukasiewicz respectively) and its residuum. Com-
pleteness results for these logics can be found in [19] for RŁ logic and in [14] for
RG and RP logics. Just remark that in the case of rational product logic one
has to add the following inﬁnitary rule of inference: from u ! a for each
rational a > 0, derive u ! 0.
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Taking into account the above interpretation of fuzzy sets of formulas, the
natural way to deﬁne the consequence operator over fuzzy sets of formulas in
each of these logics is the following: for each fuzzy set A onL, CðAÞ is again a
fuzzy set on L deﬁned by
CðAÞðuÞ ¼ supfajA ‘ a ! ug
for  denoting RG, RP or RŁ. Remark that, to be consistent with the frame,
fuzzy sets of formulas have to take values on the rationals of ½0; 1, so we
consider in the rest of this section FðLÞ ¼ fA : L 7! ½0; 1 \Qg.
Proposition 3
i(i) The consequence operator of rational G€odel logic CRG is implicative.
(ii) The consequence operators of rational product and Pavelka logics, CRP and
CRŁ respectively, are not implicative.
Proof. (i) We have to prove that CRGðA kÞ  CRGðAÞ  k for  ¼ min. Let
L ¼ f/igi2I , and let ai ¼ Að/iÞ for each i 2 I . According to our interpreta-
tion, the fuzzy set k  A corresponds to the set of formulas ðk  AÞ ¼
fk  ai ! /igi2I . Then it will be enough to prove that
fk  ai ! /igi2I ‘ k  b ! u ðÞ
assuming that fai ! /igi2I ‘ b ! u. But, due to the book-keeping axioms,
proving () is equivalent to prove
fk&ai ! /igi2I ‘ k&b ! u: ðÞ
Moreover, in G one has that w&v ! u is provably equivalent to w ! ðv ! uÞ,
and since the deduction theorem is valid in G€odel logic (see [19]), we have that
proving () is still equivalent to prove
fk ! ðai ! /iÞgi2I ; k ‘ b ! u: ðÞ
Now, by modus ponens, we have that for each i 2 I ,
fk ! ðai ! /iÞ; kg ‘ ai ! /i
that is, () holds true if fai ! /igi2I ‘ b ! u, but this was just the hy-
pothesis.
(ii) Suppose that  is Łukasiewicz or product t-norm. Then, by modus
ponens and the book-keeping axioms, we have that the inference
fða ! ðp ! qÞ; b ! pÞg ‘ a b ! q
is valid in both RP and RŁ, and thus,
fða k ! ðp ! qÞ; b k ! pÞg ‘ a k  b k ! q
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is valid as well. But if CRP and CRŁ were implicative then
fða k ! ðp ! qÞ; b k ! pÞg ‘ a b k ! q
should also be valid. Therefore, we should have
a b k6 a k  b k
for all rationals a; b and k. In particular, this would imply (taking a ¼ b ¼ 1)
that for all rational k, k  k ¼ k, which is only true for  ¼ min. 
3. Implicative closure operators and closure operators deﬁned by a fuzzy relation
Diﬀerent authors have studied the so-called fuzzy operators deﬁned by fuzzy
relations (see [15]), specially those deﬁned by preorders ([16] and [12]) and by
fuzzy similarity relations (see for instance [15] and [24]). We recall the deﬁnition
and basic properties of a fuzzy operator deﬁned by a fuzzy relation (see [22]).
We continue assuming to work with fuzzy sets of formulas over a BL-algebra
L ¼ ðL;^;_;;); 0; 1Þ.
Deﬁnition 5. Given an L-fuzzy relation R : LL 7!L on the languageL, the
associated fuzzy operator eCR over FðLÞ is deﬁned by:
eCRðAÞðqÞ ¼ _
p2L
fAðpÞ  Rðp; qÞg
for all A 2FðLÞ.
In other words, the image eCRðAÞ of a fuzzy set A by the fuzzy operator eCR is
the _- composition of A with R.
Deﬁnition 6. A fuzzy operator eCR is called upper fuzzy operator if it satisﬁes
fuzzy inclusion, i.e. if A  eCRðAÞ for all A 2FðLÞ. Upper fuzzy operators
which are fuzzy closure operators (in the sense of Deﬁnition 1) will be called
upper closure operators.
Proposition 4 (cf. [6,12]). Let eCR be a fuzzy operator. Then:
• eCR is an upper fuzzy operator iff R is reflexive.
• eCR is an upper closure operator iff R is reflexive and -transitive, 6 i.e. iff R is
a fuzzy preorder.
Next we list some interesting properties of upper fuzzy operators.
6 R is said to be -transitive if it satisﬁes Rðp; qÞ  Rðq; rÞ6Rðp; rÞ for all p; q; r 2L.
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Proposition 5 (cf. [15]). Any upper fuzzy operator eCR satisfies the following
properties: 7
C1 : A  eCRðAÞ,
C2 : eCRðSi2I AiÞ ¼ Si2I eCRðAiÞ,
C4 : eCRðkÞ ¼ k,
C5 : eCRðfpg  kÞ ¼ eCRðfpgÞ  k,
C6 : eCRðA kÞ ¼ eCRðAÞ  k,
where fpg denotes a crisp singleton, i.e. fpgðpÞ ¼ 1 and fpgðqÞ ¼ 0 for q 6¼ p.
Two other properties considered in [15], namely
C3: eCR  eCR ¼ eCR,
C7: eCRðfpgÞðqÞ ¼ eCRðfqgÞðpÞ
do not hold in general for upper fuzzy operators. Actually, it is easy to show
the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Let eCR be an upper fuzzy operator. Then:
• eCR satisfies C3 iff R is reflexive and -transitive (iff R is a fuzzy preorder).
• eCR satisfies C7 iff R is symmetric.
In [23] it is proved that if R is a -similarity, the operator eCR satisﬁes the
properties C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 and C7. We have also seen that operatorseCR are fuzzy closure operators iﬀ R is a fuzzy preorder, as it was stated in [12].
Moreover, it is obvious from C5 and Theorem 2, that all upper closure op-
erators (deﬁned by a fuzzy preorder) are implicative. The converse is not true in
general since eC4 does not imply C5. On the other hand, an interesting fact is
that any implicative closure operator satisﬁes a property called coherence in [6].
Proposition 7. If eC is an implicative closure operator, then eC fulfills the following
property:
(eC5) coherence: eCðAÞðqÞP eCðfpgÞðqÞ  AðpÞ, for each fuzzy set A on L and
each p; q 2L.
Proof. The proof is easy by observing that any fuzzy set A can be represented as
the union of truncated singletons, i.e. A ¼ Sp2Lfpg  AðpÞ. Then it is clear
that, for any p 2L, eCðAÞ  eCðfpg  AðpÞÞ. Then the proposition follows by
just applying property eC4 (see Proposition 1). 
Roughly speaking, this property is requiring that if q is a consequence of p
to some degree, and p belongs to A also to some degree, then q must be also a
consequence of A to a certain degree. In [6] it is proved that if a closure
7 We use the same labelling of properties as in [15].
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operator eC satisﬁes eC5 then eC induces a fuzzy preorder ReC on L deﬁned by
ReCðp; qÞ ¼ eCðfpgÞðqÞ. Then it is easy to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 8. If eC is an implicative closure operator with generators fTigi2I and
ReC is the fuzzy preorder defined as above, then it holds that
ReCðp; qÞ ¼ infi2I fTiðpÞ ) TiðqÞg:
Therefore this proposition establishes that the generators of an implicative
closure operator eC are indeed generators of the induced fuzzy preorder ReC as
well. Conversely, given a fuzzy preorder R, the fuzzy closure operator eCR
satisﬁes the following property.
Proposition 9. Let R be a fuzzy preorder. Then the closure system associated to
the fuzzy closure operator eCR is the set of all generators of the fuzzy preorder R.
Proof. Taking into account that a fuzzy set T is a generator of the fuzzy pre-
order R if for all p; q 2 L, then Rðp; qÞ6 T ðpÞ ! T ðqÞ, the following relations
hold:
eCRðT ÞðqÞ ¼ _
p2L
T ðpÞ  Rðp; qÞ6
_
p2L




T ðpÞ ^ T ðqÞ ¼ T ðqÞ:
Then eCRðT Þ ¼ T and thus T is closed with respect to eCR. On the other hand if T
is closed by eCR, then T ðqÞ ¼ eCRðT ÞðqÞ ¼ Wp T ðpÞ  Rðp; qÞ and thus, for all
p 2L, ðT ðpÞ  Rðp; qÞÞ6 T ðqÞ and, by residuation, this implies Rðp; qÞ6
ðT ðpÞ ) T ðqÞÞ. Therefore T is a generator of R. 
As a consequence, and taking into account the result of [23] characterizing
the generators of a fuzzy preorder, we have the following characterization of
the closure system associated to an upper closure operator.
Proposition 10. A set of fuzzy sets C) is the closure system corresponding to an
upper closure operator iff
(1) it is closed under arbitrary unions, and
(2) for any fuzzy set F 2 C) and for any k 2 L, it holds that k ) F , k  F and
F ) k belong to C).
Let us remark that a fuzzy preorder R can be generated by diﬀerent families
of generators. For each family we obtain, via the representation theorem, a
possibly diﬀerent implicative closure operator but whose associated fuzzy
preorder is always R. It is an open problem to study under which conditions
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two families of generators of a fuzzy preorder induce the same implicative
closure operator. Nevertheless, we have the following result.
Theorem 5. The upper closure operator defined by a fuzzy preorder R is the least
implicative closure operator eC such that eCðfqgÞðpÞ ¼ Rðq; pÞ for any p; q 2L.
Proof. Suppose that eC is an implicative closure operator and ReC is the fuzzy





AðpÞ  ReCðp; qÞ ¼ _
p2L
AðpÞ  eCðfpgÞðqÞ6 eCðAÞðqÞ;
the last inequality being due to Proposition 7. 
Finally, observe that closure system for an implicative closure operator eC is
just the complete inf-semilattice generated by the fuzzy sets fk ) Tigi2I , with
k 2 ½0; 1 and fTigi2I being a set of generators for eC . This is a consequence of
Theorem 4, the fact that all generators Ti are closed and the fact that, for any A,eCðAÞðqÞ ¼ inf i2Ifki ) TiðqÞg, where ki ¼ ½A v Ti.
4. Relationships with other approaches
In this section we relate our approach to other approaches in the framework
of fuzzy inference operators developed for some authors during the last years.
4.1. Extensional inference operators
In [5] Boixader and Jacas analyze approximate reasoning patterns through
the notion of extensionality with respect to the so-called natural -similarity
functions. For this purpose, they introduce a family of operators I : ½0; 1U 7!
½0; 1V , where U and V are universes of discourse. These operators are called
extensional inference operators if they preserve the point-wise order, i.e. if










V are the natural similarity functions on fuzzy subsets of U and
V respectively, deﬁned by
E

U ðA1;A2Þ ¼ infx2UfA1ðxÞ _ A2ðxÞ ) A1ðxÞ ^ A2ðxÞg
and analogously for E

V . In this context, it is assumed that  and ) stand for
continuous t-norm and its residuum respectively. They show that it is possible
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to associate to any fuzzy rule ‘‘If A then B’’ the so-called natural inference
operator, which is the optimal one from the extensionality point of view.
Deﬁnition 7 (Natural inference operator). Given a fuzzy rule ‘‘If A then B’’ with
A 2 ½0; 1U and B 2 ½0; 1V , the natural inference operator IAB : ½0; 1U 7! ½0; 1V
associated to the rule is deﬁned by IABðA0ÞðvÞ ¼ infu2UfA0ðuÞ ) AðuÞg ) BðvÞ:
Theorem 6 [5, Theorem 15]. The natural inference operator associated to the rule
‘‘If A then B’’ is the least specific extensional inference operator I satisfying:
• IðAÞ ¼ B,
• IðA0Þ V B, for any A0 2 ½0; 1U , and moreover IABðA0Þ ¼ B if A0 U A.
Boixader and Jacas give a representation theorem for the extensional in-
ference operators.
Theorem 7 [5, Theorem 20]. I : ½0; 1U 7! ½0; 1V is an extensional inference op-
erator if, and only if, there exists a family of natural inference operators fIAiBigi2I
such that I ¼ inf i2I IAiBi .
We are now in position to show that implicative closure operators are a
special class of extensional inference operators. To this end, and in order to
consider a common deﬁnitional context, in the rest of this subsection we shall
take the universes U and V to be same and equal to the propositional language
L, i.e. we take U ¼ V ¼L. Moreover, even Boixader and Jacas only consider
fuzzy sets with values in ½0; 1, we can safely extend their framework to consider
fuzzy sets over an arbitrary BL-algebra ðL;^;_;;); 0; 1Þ. Once settled all
these preliminaries, we can reason as follows. Since for any implicative closure
relation Ic there exists a family of fuzzy sets fTigi2I such that
IcðAÞðpÞ ¼ inf
i2I
½A v Ti ) TiðpÞg;
it is obvious that, for each i 2 I , the operator Ii deﬁned as
IiðAÞðpÞ ¼ ½A v Ti ) TiðpÞ
can be actually considered as the natural inference operator onL associated to
the rule ‘‘if Ti then Ti’’. Therefore, as an easy consequence of Theorem 7, the
following theorem holds.
Theorem 8. Implicative closure operators are extensional inference operators.
The question is then whether the reciprocal of this theorem is also true. The
answer is negative since, in general, extensional inference operators satisfy
neither fuzzy inclusion nor fuzzy idempotence. In the following we identify
some conditions under which these properties are satisﬁed.
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Lemma 1. An extensional inference operator I : L!L satisfies fuzzy inclusion
if, and only if, the associated family of rules f‘‘If Ai then Bi"gi2I is such that
Ai  Bi for all i 2 I .
Proof. Suppose Ai  Bi for all i. Then using BL-algebra properties we have
BiðpÞPAiðpÞ ^ AðpÞ ¼ ðAðpÞ ) AiðpÞÞ  AðpÞ, which is equivalent to
AðpÞ6 ðAðpÞ ) AiðpÞÞ ) BiðpÞ:
Therefore IAiBiðAÞðpÞ ¼ ½A v Ai ) BiðpÞP ðAðpÞ ) AiðpÞÞ ) BiðpÞPAðpÞ.
Hence, IðAÞ ¼ Ti2I IAiBiðAÞ  A.
Now suppose that A  IðAÞ for all A. Then, since IðAÞ  IAiBiðAÞ for each
i 2 I , we have
A  IðAÞ  IAiBiðAÞ ¼ ½A v Ai ) Bi:
Taking A ¼ Ai we obtain Ai ¼ A  Bi and the lemma is proved. 
It is obvious that if A ¼ B then IAB is an implicative consequence operator
and, of course, it satisﬁes idempotence. In general, we can have IAB idempotent
without having necessarily A ¼ B, as the following results will show. But ﬁrst of
all we state some properties of the degrees of inclusionship in order to simplify
later proofs.
Lemma 2. The following conditions hold:
ii(i) ½C v D  ½D v E6 ½C v E,
i(ii) ½ðk ) CÞ v DP k  ½C v D,
(iii) ½ðk  CÞ v D ¼ k ) ð½C v DÞ
for any k 2 L.
Proof
ii(i) ½C v D  ½Dv E ¼ ðinfp CðpÞ ) DðpÞÞ  ðinfp DðpÞ ) EðpÞÞ6 ðCðp0Þ )
Dðp0ÞÞ  ðDðp0Þ ) Eðp0ÞÞ6Cðp0Þ ) Eðp0Þ, for each p0. Therefore,
½C v D  ½Dv E6 infp CðpÞ ) EðpÞ ¼ ½C v E:
i(ii) It is enough to prove that ðk ) CðpÞÞ ) DðpÞP k  ðCðpÞ ) DðpÞÞ for
each p. But this is equivalent to DðpÞP k  ðCðpÞ ) DðpÞÞ  ðk ) CðpÞÞ
and this obviously holds.
(iii) It is obvious since ðk  CÞ ) D ¼ k ) ðC ) DÞ. 
Lemma 3. If IAB satisfies idempotence then ½B v A ) B ¼ B.
Proof. Since IABðAÞ ¼ B holds true, we necessarily have B ¼ IABðAÞ ¼
IABðIABðAÞÞ ¼ IABðBÞ, i.e. ½B v A ) B ¼ B. 
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Theorem 9. IAB is a closure operator iff A  B and ½B v A ) B ¼ B.
Proof
()) It directly follows from Lemma 3.
( ) Assume A  B and ½B v A ) B ¼ B and let us check that IAB is a closure
operator:
Monotony: If C  C0, then IABðCÞ ¼ ½C v A ) B6 ½C0 v A ) B ¼
IABðC0Þ.
Inclusion: From ½C v B6CðqÞ ) BðqÞ for each q we have ½C v B 
CðqÞ6BðqÞ, and since A  B, we also have ½C v A 
CðqÞ6BðqÞ, and hence CðqÞ6 ½C v A ) BðqÞ, that is, C 
IABðCÞ.
Idempotence: We have IABðIABðCÞÞ ¼ ½IABðCÞ v A ) B ¼ ½½½C v A )
B v A ) B. Now by (ii) of Lemma 2 we have
IABðIABðCÞÞ 6 ð½C v A  ½B v AÞ ) B ¼ ½C v A )
ð½B v A ) BÞ ¼ ½C v A ) B ¼ IABðCÞ.
Therefore IAB is a closure operator. 
Corollary 2. Let the BL-algebra L be defined over ½0; 1 and A  B.
• If  ¼ min, then IAB is a closure operator if, and only if,
inffAðqÞjAðqÞ < BðqÞg > supfBðpÞjBðpÞ 6¼ 1g. 8
• If  is isomorphic to the product t-norm then IAB is a closure operator if, and
only if, if there exists q 2L such that AðqÞ < BðqÞ then B is a crisp set.
• If the t-norm  is isomorphic to the Łukasiewicz t-norm, maxðxþ y " 1; 0Þ,
then IAB is a closure operator if, and only if, if there exists q 2L such that
AðqÞ < BðqÞ then BðpÞ ¼ 1 for all p 2L.
Observe that in all these cases if there exists q 2L such that AðqÞ < BðqÞ
then BðqÞ ¼ 1.
Theorem 10. IAB is a closure operator iff IAB ¼ IBB.
Proof
( ) Trivial.
()) Assume IAB is a closure operator. Then we have:
1. By (i) of Lemma 3, A  B, and thus for each C we have
½C v A6 ½C v B, hence IABðCÞ ¼ ½C v A ) B  ½C v B )
B ¼ IBBðCÞ.
8 Taking by convention, as usual, that inf ; ¼ 1 and sup ; ¼ 0.
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2. By (i) of Lemma 2 and (ii) of Lemma 3, for each C we have
IABðCÞ ¼ ½C v A ) B  ð½C v B  ½B v AÞ ) B ¼ ½C v B )
ð½B v A ) BÞ ¼ ½C v B ) B ¼ IBBðCÞ.
Therefore we have seen that for each C, IABðCÞ ¼ IBBðCÞ. 
Until now we have shown that a natural inference operator IAB deﬁned on
U ¼ V ¼L can be a closure operator when A  B with A 6¼ B, but in any case
it must be IAB ¼ IBB. Therefore, a natural inference operator which is a closure
operator must be implicative as well. We can also prove this result for exten-
sional inference operators.
Theorem 11. Any extensional inference operator (defined on U ¼ V ¼L) which
is a closure operator is implicative as well.
Proof. Let I ¼ inf i2I IAiBi be an extensional inference operator such that it is a
closure operator. Then we only need to prove that I fulﬁlls property Ic4, i.e.
that Iðk  A; pÞP IðA; pÞ  k hold true for every A; p and k. Actually we will
prove that IAiBiðk  A; pÞP k  IAiBiðA; pÞ for all i 2 I . Namely, we have
IAiBiðk  A; pÞ ¼ ½ðk  AÞ v Ai ) BiðpÞ, and using (iii) of Lemma 2, this is
equal to ðk ) ½A v AiÞ ) BiðpÞP k  ð½A v Ai ) BiðpÞÞ ¼ k  IAiBiðA; pÞ.
The reason for the last inequality is that the inequality x ðy ) zÞ6
ðx) yÞ ) z always holds in any BL-algebra. 
4.2. Approximate and proximity similarity-based entailments
Let  and ) be a continuous t-norm and its residuum respectively. In [13],
given a -similarity relation S : X X ! ½0; 1 on the set X of Boolean in-
terpretations of a propositional language L, a fuzzy set p on X, is associated




p can be interpreted as approximately_p since it deﬁnes the fuzzy set of in-
terpretations which are close to some model of p. From this deﬁnition, Dubois
et al. deﬁne in [11] two graded consequence relations on LL.
Deﬁnition 8 (Approximate consequence relation). For each p; q 2L and
a 2 ½0; 1, we deﬁne p a q iﬀ ISðqjpÞ ¼ infwp supw0q Sðw;w0ÞP a.
Deﬁnition 9 (Proximity consequence relation). For each p; q 2L, K L and
a 2 ½0; 1, we deﬁne p aK q iﬀ JS;KðqjpÞ ¼ infwKfpðwÞ ) qðwÞgP a.
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In [11] it is proved that ISðqjpÞ ¼ JS;TðqjpÞ, where T stands for a Boolean
tautology, i.e. any formula whose set of models is the whole set X. In our
framework, the approximate and proximity consequence relations can be ob-
tained as implicative closure operators. Indeed, consider the family of fuzzy
sets F ¼ f~wgw2X, where for each w 2 X, the fuzzy set ~w : L 7! ½0; 1 is deﬁned
by ~wðqÞ ¼ qðwÞ. Now deﬁne a mapping eCc : FðLÞ !FðLÞ, where here
FðLÞ ¼ ½0; 1L by
eCcðAÞðqÞ ¼ inf
~w2F
½A v ~w ) ~wðqÞ
for all A 2FðLÞ. By construction, this is obviously an implicative closure
operator. An easy computation shows that eCcðfpgÞðqÞ ¼ JS;TðqjpÞ ¼ ISðqjpÞ,
and hence we obtain the above approximate consequence relation. Moreover,
if we consider now the family of fuzzy sets to be F ¼ f~wgwK , for a subset
K L, then what we get is eCcðfpgÞðqÞ ¼ JS;KðqjpÞ, that is, the proximity
consequence relation.
4.3. Gerla’s canonical extensions
In [16] Gerla proposes a method to extend any classical closure operator C
deﬁned on PðLÞ, i.e. on classical sets of formulas, into a fuzzy closure oper-
ator eC deﬁned in FðLÞ, i.e. on fuzzy sets of formulas. This approach is
further delevoped in [18, Chapter 3, Section 6]. In the following, we assume
FðLÞ to be fuzzy sets of formulas valued on a complete linearly ordered
G€odel BL-algebra L, i.e. a linear BL-algebra ðL;^;_;;); 0; 1Þ where  ¼ ^.
Deﬁnition 10 (Canonical extension [16]). Given a closure operator
C : PðLÞ 7!PðLÞ, the canonical extension of C is the fuzzy operatoreC : FðLÞ 7!FðLÞ deﬁned by
eCðAÞðpÞ ¼ supfa 2 Ljp 2 CðAaÞg;
where Aa stands for the a-cut of A, i.e. Aa ¼ fp 2LjAðpÞP ag.
The canonical extension eC is a fuzzy closure operator such thateCðAÞðpÞ ¼ 1 if p 2 Cð;Þ and eCðAÞðpÞP supfAðq1Þ ^ . . . ^ AðqnÞjp 2
Cðfq1; . . . ; qngÞg. If C is compact, then the latter inequality becomes an
equality. Moreover, it holds that if a fuzzy set A is closed by eC then any a-cut
of A is closed by eC .
Furthermore, the following characterization of the canonical extension of a
classical closure operator is given.
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Theorem 12 (cf. [18, Chapter 3, Theorem 7.3]). A fuzzy closure operator eC is the
canonical extension of a closure operator if, and only if, for every meet-preserving
function f : L 7!L such that f ð1Þ ¼ 1, if eCðAÞ ¼ A then eCðf  AÞ ¼ f  A.
In other words, this theorem says that if A belongs to the closure system
deﬁned by eC , then so does f  A. Now, taking into account that, for all k 2 L,
the function fk : L 7!L deﬁned by fkðlÞ ¼ k ) l is a meet preserving function
with fkð1Þ ¼ 1, the application of Theorem 4 leads us directly to the following
result.
Theorem 13. The canonical extension of any classical closure operator is an
implicative closure operator.
4.4. Biacino–Gerla–Ying’s approach
Finally, we consider the connection with Yings approach [30], further
elaborataded in [3,4]. Ying proposed a propositional calculus in which the
reasoning may be approximate by allowing the antecedent of a rule to match a
fact only approximately. More precisely, Ying considered a propositional
language L built on a set Var of propositional variables, the constant F (for
false) and an implication connective!. He assumes a ^-similarity relation S on
propositional variables is given. This relation is a mapping S : Var  Var 7!L,
where ðL;^;_; 0; 1Þ is a complete and inﬁnitely distributive lattice, satisfying
Sðp; pÞ ¼ 1, Sðp; qÞ ¼ Sðq; pÞ and Sðp; qÞ ^ Sðq; rÞ6 Sðp; rÞ for all p; q; r 2L.
Such a similarity S induces a similarity relation S on formulas deﬁned in the
following way:
Sðp; qÞ ¼ Sðp; qÞ, if p; q are propositional variables;
SðF ; qÞ ¼ Sðq; F Þ ¼ 0, if q 6¼ F ;
Sðp; qÞ ¼ Sðx; x0Þ ^ Sðy; y0Þ, if p ¼ ðx! x0Þ and q ¼ ðy ! y0Þ;
SðF ; F Þ ¼ 1; and Sðp; qÞ ¼ 0, otherwise.
Based on the similarity S, Ying then considers a graded consequence rela-
tion gY : PðLÞ L 7!L by deﬁning gY ðA; pÞ ¼ supfbSðA [AX;BÞjB ‘ pg,
where bSðX ; Y Þ ¼ inf y2Y supx2X Sðx; yÞ, AX is a set of logical axioms and ‘
stands for deduction in classical propositional logic.
This graded consequence relation is extended by Biacino and Gerla in [3] to
apply over fuzzy sets of formulas in the following way.
Deﬁnition 11 [3]. Let S : LL 7!L be a ^-similarity relation on formulas.
Then we deﬁne a fuzzy relation bS : FðLÞ PðLÞ 7!L between fuzzy sets and
classical sets of formulas induced by S as follows:





fSðq; pÞ ^ AðpÞg:
bSðA;BÞ gives the least degree at which each formula of B is equivalent to the
fuzzy set of formulas A, and one can check that bSðA;BÞ ¼ infq2B eCSðAÞðqÞ,
where eCS is nothing but the upper closure operator deﬁned by the similarity
relation S, as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 5. By using bS , a new fuzzy operator may be
obtained.
Deﬁnition 12 [3]. Let S be a ^-similarity onL as above and let C be a compact
classical closure operator on PðLÞ, respectively. Then we deﬁne the fuzzy
operator eCY : FðLÞ 7!FðLÞ associated with S aseCY ðAÞðpÞ ¼ supfbSðA [ Taut;BÞjB 2 PðLÞ; p 2 CðBÞg
for each fuzzy set A and each formula p, where Taut ¼ Cð;Þ.
In [3], it is proved 9 that the new operator eCY is the composition of the ca-
nonical extension eC of the classical closure operator C and a slight modiﬁca-
tion of the upper closure operator eCS , namely eCY ¼ eC  eC 0S , where eC 0SðAÞ ¼eCSðA [ TautÞ ¼ eCSðAÞ [ eCSðTautÞ.
We extend now the complete and inﬁnitely distributive lattice L to a com-
plete G€odel BL-algebra by taking  ¼ ^ and deﬁning its residuum as usual, i.e.
x) y ¼ supfz 2 Ljx ^ z6 yg. Then, we know from the last section that eC is
an implicative closure operator, and from Section 3 so it is eCS . Moreover, one
can easily check that eC 0S is also an implicative closure operator. 10 So we have
that eCY is a composition of two implicative closure operators, but this does not
mean that eCY is necessarily an implicative closure operator, neither a closure
operator. In general, this operator does not satisfy the fuzzy idempotence
property, although it does satisfy property eC4 (with  ¼ ^), since the com-
position of two implicative closure operators always satisﬁes property eC4.
Nevertheless, as proved in [4], when C is the closure operator of classical
propositional logic, such composition is a closure operator and then it is an
implicative closure operator as well.
5. Conclusions and open problems
In the setting of a logical approach to approximate reasoning, we have in-
troduced in this paper the class of implicative closure operators. They have
9 Assuming L ¼ ½0; 1.
10 Inclusion, monotony and idempotence are easy and eC4, with  ¼ ^, is a consequence of
property C2 of Proposition 5, which is veriﬁed by eCS .
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been shown to provide with an uniﬁed view of many previous generalizations
to the many-valued framework of closures operators associated to classical
deduction systems. These new operators deal with fuzzy sets of formulas whose
membership functions take values on a BL-algebra. BL-algebras constitute the
algebraic counterpart of Hajeks BL logic, the logic of continuous t-norms and
their residua.
Although implicative closure operators are very general, and deﬁned in the
framework of BL-algebras, strangely enough they do not capture graded de-
duction (Pavelka-style) in any of the extensions of BL, except for G€odels logic.
Therefore, to come up with a suitable notion of fuzzy closure operator cap-
turing graded deduction in BL axiomatic extensions requires further research.
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